The effect of PWM frequency on the effectiveness of protection against electric shock using residual current devices

Abstract. In the paper spectral analysis of the distorted earth fault currents in circuits with variable speed drives is performed. Effectiveness of protection against electric shock using residual current devices in circuits with variable speed drives for various PWM frequencies is evaluated. Operational characteristic of the proposed residual current device is presented.

Introduction

Electrical devices should not introduce risk of electric shock either in normal service or in the case of a single fault condition. In each part of an installation one or more protective measures shall be applied [1]:
- automatic disconnection of supply (with overcurrent and/or residual current devices),
- double or reinforced insulation,
- electrical separation for the supply of one item of the current-using equipment,
- extra-low-voltage (SELV or PELV).

The most commonly used of the above mentioned protective measures is the automatic disconnection of supply. Specific and difficult for analysis of the effectiveness of protection against electric shock in the case of direct or indirect contact are circuits with variable speed drives. Earth fault in the output terminals of inverter or in motor terminals (Fig. 1) results in significant current in the PE conductor. Overcurrent or residual current devices should operate. Direct contact (Fig. 1) in the line between inverter and motor gives a low value of current but it is very dangerous for persons because the whole fault current flows through the human body. Only high sensitivity residual current devices may operate effectively. The earth fault current in circuits with variable speed drives is distorted and it has the fundamental significance for proper operation of protective devices, especially the residual current devices. For sinusoidal waveform, operational characteristics of residual current devices depend on earth fault current frequency, for a distorted waveform the most important is the order of harmonics [2–9]. Earth fault current in the output terminals of inverter comprises harmonics whose order depends on the PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) frequency. For the specified motor speed range, the PWM frequency component dominates in the earth fault current. The next paragraphs present analysis of the earth fault current distortion and impact of the PWM frequency on the residual current devices tripping current.

Earth fault current analysis

Spectral analysis of the earth fault current in circuits with variable speed drives was performed. Model of a circuit with variable speed drives was generated using TCad software [10, 11]. In the model voltage source inverter with PWM modulation and $U_{IF} = \text{const}$ is used. Computer simulation was verified under laboratory conditions. Both the computer simulation and the laboratory test gave similar results.

Fig. 2 presents computer simulation of the earth fault currents in a circuit with variable speed drives. This computer simulation was performed for 50 Hz motor supply voltage frequency (in this paper named “motor frequency”) and for the following PWM frequencies: 1 kHz, 3 kHz. The currents comprise harmonics, especially high-order harmonics. The spectrum of these currents is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig.1. Earth fault in motor terminals (indirect contact) and direct contact in circuit with variable speed drives. RCD – residual current device, FC – frequency converter, M – motor, $I_f$ – earth fault current, $I_t$ – touch current.
The order of harmonics corresponds with the applied PWM frequency. Apart from the PWM frequency component, current components appear which are a multiple of the PWM frequency. The lower the motor frequency, the higher the participation of PWM frequency component.

Fig. 4 presents, as an example, the earth fault current for very low motor frequency, equal to 1 Hz. This is the result of TCad simulation (Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b) and laboratory test (Fig. 4c). For a very low motor frequency, the PWM component significantly exceeds other components of the earth fault current – the dominating component is PWM component. In this waveform the PWM component becomes fundamental. Wide spectral analysis performed during laboratory test (Fig. 4c) indicates that the earth fault current also contains high level harmonics which are the multiple of PWM frequency.

**PWM frequency versus tripping current**

The effect of PWM frequency on the operational characteristics of residual current devices and effectiveness of protection against electric shock was tested under laboratory conditions. Numerous groups of residual current devices (over forty devices) were tested. The residual current devices under test were marked RCD1, RCD2, etc.

Taking into account spectral analysis of earth fault current, distorted currents were generated using programmable power supply [12]. It allows to avoid the impact of noises on the tripping current, which occur in real circuits with variable speed drives. The programmable power supply enables to generate waveforms comprising fundamental and one or several harmonics. The percentage of harmonic-to-fundamental value of individual harmonic and phase angle of individual harmonic may be specified precisely. It is possible to obtain current waveforms similar to earth fault currents in real circuit with variable speed drives. There were three types of test currents reflecting the earth fault current in circuit with variable speed drives. The first type of the current comprised harmonics which dominate in the earth fault current in the case of fault in the motor terminals for motor frequency equal to 50 Hz. Similarly, the second type of current for motor frequency equal to 25 Hz and the third type of current for motor frequency equal to 1 Hz.

As it was presented in [7], the tripping current for the same PWM frequency, reaches the highest value for the lowest motor speed. For this reason an extended test, for various PWM frequencies, was performed for motor frequency equal to 1 Hz (very low motor speed).

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 present results of the extended test – tripping current of residual current devices: $I_{\Delta n} = 30 \text{ mA}$ and $I_{\Delta n} = 300 \text{ mA}$, respectively. The tripping current was checked for motor frequency equal to 1 Hz and the following PWM frequencies: 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, 2000 Hz and 2500 Hz. Comparison of the tripping currents of various residual current devices allows to affirm that the higher the PWM frequency the higher the tripping threshold.

Apparently similar residual current devices in terms of the technical data may have significantly different operational characteristics. It is clearly visible comparing RCD6 to RCD10 (Fig. 5a) and RCD27 to RCD30 (Fig. 6a). RCD6 trips out for all the test currents but RCD10 does not trip out at all for the PWM frequency equal to or higher than 1000 Hz. Regardless of the PWM frequency, for very low motor speed the tripping current of the tested residual current devices either significantly exceeds the rated residual current $I_{\Delta n}$ or the residual current devices do not trip at all. Residual current device which has the tripping current many times higher than $I_{\Delta n}$ or does not trip at all can not ensure effectiveness of protection against electric shock.
Negative effect of the earth fault current with high frequency components can be eliminated by using a solution proposed by the author. Structure of the new residual current device of $I_{\Delta n} = 300 \text{ mA}$ was described in [13]. It allows to achieve steady tripping current for strong distorted earth fault current. Properties of this residual current device for strong distorted earth fault current are presented in Fig. 6c and compared with other residual current devices (Fig. 6a, Fig. 6b) of $I_{\Delta n} = 300 \text{ mA}$. The operational characteristics presented in Fig. 6a, Fig. 6b are typical of most residual current devices used in practice. Their tripping threshold rises with rising PWM frequency. The operational characteristic of the proposed residual current device presented in Fig. 6c indicates that tripping current does not exceed the rated operating residual current $I_{\Delta n}$ regardless of the PWM frequency. The tripping current is within $0.5I_{\Delta n}$ to $1.0I_{\Delta n}$ as for the sinusoidal (50/60 Hz) earth fault current and is in accordance with the standard [14].

Such favourable operational characteristic for strong distorted earth fault current is a result of favourable operational characteristic for sinusoidal waveform within a wide frequency range. Fig. 7 presents comparison of the operational characteristics within the 50 Hz to 1000 Hz frequency range for the proposed RCD-P residual current device and the residual current device numbered RCD30 (as in Fig. 6a).

The proposed residual current device, contrary to the RCD30, has steady tripping current in the whole range. The new RCD-P residual current device is voltage independent, no auxiliary power is necessary for its operation. All power is derived from the earth (residual) current. It is an important advantage of this solution.
Fig. 7. Tripping current of residual current devices ($I_{\Delta n} = 300 \text{ mA}$) within the 50 Hz to 1000 Hz frequency range: RCD30 – classical type AC RCD; RCD-P – the proposed RCD

Conclusions

The effectiveness of protection against electric shock in circuits with variable speed drives is difficult to evaluate in the case of direct or indirect contact. Disconnection of supply by residual current devices depends on the applied PWM frequency, present motor speed and real operational characteristics of the residual current device. For proper operation of residual current devices it is better to apply a relatively low PWM frequency. However, now there is a tendency to use high PWM frequency, so commonly used residual current devices are expected to have very high tripping current and in some cases may not trip at all. Special residual current devices, as proposed by the author, designed for strong distorted earth fault current with high-order harmonics should be used.
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